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February Challenge: Tale a photo of a piece of embroidery you
recently finished and post it on our Facebook page.
Dear Members;
It goes without saying that the meeting for February will not go ahead. I hope you are all
keeping well. As embroiderers, we are lucky to have such a wonderful hobby to keep us
occupied in these trying times. We will keep our fingers crossed that the recent
outbreak of Covid 19 can be brought under control by Dr. Fitzgerald’s quick action.
Let’s keep in touch via our Facebook page. Anne and Dale are doing a great job of
posting some amazing pieces of embroidery. (I particularly enjoyed seeing those most
amazing shoes.) We can, and should, be posting more from own members. If you have
some finished pieces, we would love to see them. You can send them to Anne, Dale or
me, if you aren’t comfortable with putting them up yourself. If you are not a member of
our Facebook page, just ask to join and Dale will admit you.

Hannalore Walters Scholarship:
Congratulations to Kathy-Jane Elton, the winner of this year’s Hannalore Walter’s
Scholarship. K.J. will use the money to take a Goldwork and Silk Shading workshop
hosted by the Royal School of Needlework.

Heads Up!
Our Annual General Meeting is scheduled be held in at the end of May. That means that
the following positions will need to be filled:
• President
• Vice-president
• Secretary
• Programs
• Workshops
• Hospitality
The Guild is unable to operate without an executive. Please give consideration to taking
on one of these positions. Contact either Joyce Noseworthy or Gillian Brown.

Programs:
The program for January to March, Summer Fireworks by Ann-Marie Anderson Moyes,
was distributed at the January meeting. You have all the directions needed to complete
the piece. Jewel suggests that you can visit the website to see a video of how to stitch
the motif in the center box as it is a bit tricky and the video makes it so much easier.
website: http://beautifulstitches.com.au/free-patterns/

Workshops :
All workshops have been put on hold for the time being.

Bonus:
Jewel has designed and charted these famous words by Dr. Fitzgerald, (see below).
If you would like to have a copy, please contact Jewel.
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